
Chat Instructions  as of 
October 1

Two ‘platforms’ are involved

Zoom which allows discussion for all involved

BBO which allows you to play at a table or kibitz that table for free

For Registration

1. Load the Zoom app to your pc, laptop, tablet or smart phone. Most laptops 
and tablets have a microphone and camera. If you will be using a pc, you 
might have to purchase a camera/mic.

2. Register at bbo.com to set up a BBO id if not already done 
3. Follow wpchatc, wpchat1, wpchat2, wpchat3, wpchat4 and  wpchatj (this is a 

one time thing)
 Select the people tab
 Add wpchatc as a friend (at bottom of people list)
 Do the same for wpchat1, 22, 3, 4 and j
 Do the same for wpchat1

4. Call or email Celia Phillips today if you have trouble with either
5. Send me your phone number

For Day Before Chat

Table Leader will send you an invitation to the Zoom meeting (for that, I need your 
email)

We currently have 5 mentors

Dave Seares

Celia Phillips

Lee Taylor

Anna Lynn Wagner

Jon Green

Chat Day

Each Table Leader will start a teaching table

Sign on to BBO

When each mentor has set up the table you will get an invitation to sit



Kibitzers must do the following

 To get to a table, click on people
 Click on the appropriate ‘wp’ id
 Click on Join

Each table will be playing the same boards but not be interacting 

Each table has 8 boards to play

When we are done, hand records and lin files will be emailed. 

Payment

Please send your monthly dues to Dave Seares at 

3618 Cappio Drive, Melbourne, FL 32940

Payments for the month are due by the fifth of the month.

Check should be written to WPSC

Dues are currently $10 a month. 

Attendance

Of course, you are not required to attend. However, I will assume you are attending 
unless I hear otherwise. My goal is to know how many people are attending by 
Thursday of each week. Then I will know which tables are full and which need 
another participant.

Lin Files

Each week, Harold Phillips sends me the file to load to BBO so that we can play the 
hands.   I am currently loading them for each mentor. If you desire to replay the 
hands after chat is done, I can send you the lin file. Instructions on how to import 
are available.


